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Self-organization versus watchmaker: Molecular
motors and protein translocation
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Abstract8

Generation of directional movement at the molecular scale is a phenomenon crucial for biological organization and dynamics. It
is traditionally described in mechanistic terms, in consistency with the conventional machine-like image of the cell. The designated
and highly specialized protein machines and molecular motors are presumed to bring about most of cellular motion. A review of
experimental data suggests, however, that uncritical adherence to mechanistic interpretations may limit the ability of researchers
to comprehend and model biology. Specifically, this article illustrates that the interpretation of molecular motors and protein
translocation in terms of stochasticity and self-organization appears to provide a more adequate and fruitful conceptual framework
for understanding of biological organization at the molecular scale.
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. Introduction: molecular motors and
onventional views

Motion is one of the defining characteristics of life.
pecial protein molecules, called molecular motors, are
elieved to bring about most of the directed movement

n the cellular world. The traditional textbook interpre-
ation of molecular motors, such as kinesin, myosin
nd dynein portrays these proteins as micromotors func-

ioning much like their would-be macroanalogs. They
re often described as “ingenious” nanotechnological
evices that convert chemical energy into mechanical
ork. The repetitive power strokes (PS) produced by
olecular motor are generated as a result of period-

cal conformational rearrangements of protein struc-
ure driven by the enzymatic cycle of ATP hydrolysis.

∗ Tel.: +1 415 209 22 84; fax: +1 415 209 22 30.
E-mail address: akourakine@buckinstitute.org.

According to the conventional view, a small conform
tional change in the globular motor domain of molec
motors caused by ATP binding or hydrolysis is ampli
and translated into movement of the motor with the
of additional structural elements (Schliwa and Woehlke
2003). The generalized model of how the power strok
a kinesin-type motor leads to its directional movem
is shown inFig. 1. According to this model, molec
lar motors move themselves and the attached carg
“walking” along cytoskeleton elements, such as mi
tubules or actin filaments. Notice please the followin

(i) It is an interpretation of experimental data—no
has ever seen a “walking” protein. The “pow
stroke” model of molecular motors originated, o
is tempted to say “naturally”, as an interpreta
of physicists trained in the mechanistic tradition
the 1960s, who most likely did their best to ma
their mechanistic world outlook and the elect

303-2647/$ – see front matter © 2005 Published by Elsevier Ireland Ltd.
oi:10.1016/j.biosystems.2005.09.007
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Fig. 1. Generic model of the “walking” protein. Molecular motors,
such as kinesin form dimers with motor domains acting as “feet” that
step along a cytoskeletal track, such as microtubules. (A) Binding of
ATP to the motor domain of the leading leg causes its structural rear-
rangement that moves the trailing motor domain “over head” of the
leading domain, which now becomes the trailing domain, (B) the for-
mer trailing and now leading motor domain binds to the microtubule
and releases the products of ATP hydrolysis, ADP and Pi . The former
leading and now trailing motor domain hydrolyses ATP and (C) bind-
ing of ATP to the motor domain of the leading leg triggers its structural
rearrangement that throws the trailing motor domain “over head” of
the leading domain, thus completing the cycle.

microscopy images of actomyosin complex. The52

model was later reinforced by biochemical data on53

actomyosin’s enzymatic cycle of ATP hydrolysis54

and, relatively recently, in the 1990s, by structural55

data illustrating fine details of different conforma-56

tional states of molecular motor proteins (Huxley,57

1969; Lymn and Taylor, 1971; Rayment et al., 1993;58

Rice et al., 1999).59

(ii) It is a very appealing interpretation for our intuition60

originating from our human scale physical experi-61

ence and is in harmony with the mechanistic world62

perception shared by the members of technology-63

driven society. It is natural for us to interpret every-64

thing as mechanical devices. It is an “easy sell” for65

our mind.66

(iii) It is a deeply deterministic, clockwork-like inter- 67

pretation. So many molecular events are precisely68

coordinated and synchronized in this model, that69

the impression of “ingenious” design is difficult to 70

avoid. There is no place in this model for fluctua-71

tions, mistakes and evolution. 72

The reductionist method, addressing properties of73

parts in isolation, normally disregards the environment.74

In the case of molecular motors, the mechanistic mod-75

els ignore the fact that molecules in the cell operate76

in an environment that is drastically different from our77

scale, familiar conditions. Our physical intuition there-78

fore is more often inappropriate for the interpretation of79

events on the microscale than it is not. The molecules in80

the cell operate in conditions of continuous stochastic81

thermal fluctuations. This fact is traditionally visual- 82

ized as Brownian motion. The energy of ATP hydrolysis83

allegedly responsible for the generation of the power84

stroke in molecular motors is only about one order of85

magnitude larger than the average energy of thermal fluc-86

tuations. In addition, some variants of the power stroke87

model claim that force generation occurs in conventional88

kinesin upon ATP binding, which presumably provides89

an even smaller amount of energy for work (Rice et al., 90

1999; Vale and Milligan, 2000). Next, the energy of ATP 91

hydrolysis is said to be amplified through the angular92

motion of “mechanical elements” of molecular motors,93

such as the “lever arm” or the “relay helix” (Vale and Mil- 94

ligan, 2000). At the same time, it is not discussed that95
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the strength of non-covalent bonds responsible fo
very existence of the molecular “levers” is of the sa
order of magnitude as the average energy of the
fluctuations of the environment they operate in. Pro
dynamics studies indicate that folded proteins in aqu
solutions at room temperature are far from being r
structures. The protein molecule is more appropria
described as an ensemble of conformational subs
The protein structure constantly fluctuates sampling
ferent subconformations (Dill, 1999; Frauenfelder et a
1988; Kumar et al., 2000; Volkman et al., 2001). Even
the core of a tightly folded protein displays a liquid-l
behavior (Lindorff-Larsen et al., 2005). It is difficult to
reconcile the dynamics and plasticity of proteins in s
tion with the presumed ability of molecular motors
store, transduce and amplify mechanical energy. The
inertia of macromolecules, internal thermal fluctuati
and “breathing” of a polypeptide chain in conditio
of constant bombardment by surrounding molecule
expected to lead to the dissipation of any form of mec
ical energy in picosecond scale time intervals (Spirin,
2002a,b). Keeping this in mind, the estimated 50–6
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efficiencies of molecular motors when compared to the118

10–15% efficiencies of our human scale motors are stag-119

gering (Astumian, 2001; Vale and Milligan, 2000).120

The staggering and surprise pertaining to experi-121

mental outcomes are indications of failed anticipations,122

and are suggestive of inadequacy of the interpretational123

model chosen and its underlying paradigm. The surprises124

in experimental research on molecular motors are mean-125

while abundant:126

(a) Three known types of molecular motors were orig-127

inally believed to be involved in clearly separate128

functions, i.e. kinesin in organelle transport, myosin129

in contraction and movement and dynein in ciliary130

beating. Further research demonstrated that these131

anticipations, based on the mechanistic intuition,132

were unfounded. Kinesins have been implicated in133

ciliary function, myosins in organelle transport and134

dyneins in vesicle and cell movements (Schliwa and135

Woehlke, 2003).136

(b) Due to mechanistic considerations, the processive137

movement, defined as the advance of a motor pro-138

tein bound to the cytoskeletal track over a long139

distance before its dissociation was believed to140

require dimeric motors. The surprise came when141

monomeric KIF1A kinesin (Okada and Hirokawa,142

1999), monomeric class IXb myosins (Inoue et al.,143

2002) and monomeric inner arm dynein (Sakakibara144

et al., 1999) were found to move processively.145

(c) Surprisingly, there is no obvious correlation between146

size147

;148

149

( ena150

and151

in152

ilar153

nta-154

155

156

( t the157

teps158

ven159

nde-160

one161

162

n of163

m eri-164

m ter-165

p wer.166

P een167

different motor models, the current reviews on molec-168

ular motors give the impression of a chaotic mosaic of169

individual case micromodels, often of staggering com-170

plexity, where one would expect to see a self-consistent,171

systemic and structured description of the phenomenon.172

2. Brownian ratchet (BR) 173

There exists an alternative model of molecular motors174

based on the Brownian ratchet principle (Astumian, 175

1997; Feynman et al., 1963; Huxley, 1957). It is counter- 176

intuitive and takes an effort of mind to grasp. Probably177

for this reason, although it is as old as the mechanistic178

interpretation, it has never been as popular, despite its179

sound physical background. 180

First, let us consider the principle of the Brownian181

ratchet itself. Imagine a miniature mechanical device182

like the one shown inFig. 2. It is rather ironic that 183

in order to be convincing we prefer to use mechanical184

analogies even when explaining non-mechanical phe-185

nomena. This is yet another indication of the power of186

the current paradigm over our habitual way of reasoning187

and perception. The balls chaotically bouncing around188

the ratchet mechanism symbolize thermal fluctuations.189

Driven by some especially strong fluctuations, the paddle190

wheel shown inFig. 2will be turning counter-clockwise, 191

because the clockwise movement is prohibited by the192

structure of the ratchet. Since the spring pressing on the193

pawl is an outside source of energy, there is no contra-194

diction with the second law of thermodynamics. Next,195

d and196
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structural geometry of swinging legs and step
in different molecular motors (Rock et al., 2001
Tanaka et al., 2002; Veigel et al., 2002).

d) Another example of poorly understood phenom
are related motors, such as conventional kinesin
non-claret disjunctional (ncd) protein that move
opposite directions even though they have sim
structures and are positioned in the same orie
tion relative to the microtubule track (Astumian and
Derenyi, 1999; Schliwa and Woehlke, 2003).

e) Single molecule measurements revealed tha
single myosin head moved stochastically in s
ranging from 5.5 to 27.5 nm long, sometimes e
stepping backwards. Surprisingly, each step, i
pendent of its size and direction, required only
ATP molecule (Kitamura et al., 1999).

To summarize, the mechanistic conceptualizatio
olecular motors often leads to “surprises” in exp
ental outcomes rather than provides a unifying in
retational framework of reasonable predictive po
erhaps due to problems with self-consistency betw
BIO 2503 1–9

imagine another situation when the spring is engage
disengaged chaotically allowing the pawl to go “on” a
“off” the paddle wheel. During the time interval wh
the pawl is disengaged, the gear can turn clockwis
counter-clockwise with equal probability upon imp
of thermal fluctuations. However, due to the sawto
shape of the paddle wheel combined with the stoc
tic disengagement and re-engagement of the paw
gear will have a tendency to turn clockwise. In

Fig. 2. Brownian ratchet, see description in the text. Adapted
Astumian (2001).
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second scenario of a flashing ratchet, the superposi-205

tion of two random processes, thermal noise and chaotic206

engagement–disengagement of the spring, results in the207

generation of a directional clockwise movement of the208

gear. The system is maintained in non-equilibrium condi-209

tions by the energy of the spring. The Brownian ratchet210

principle illustrates how directional movement can be211

rectified from the chaotic thermal fluctuations at the212

microscale.213

Next, let us consider kinesin as an example of a molec-214

ular motor in the framework of the Brownian ratchet215

model. A large body of evidence suggests that molecu-216

lar motors, using the energy of ATP hydrolysis, flip–flop217

between two alternative conformations. It is postulated in218

the Brownian ratchet model that the “flip” and the “flop”219

conformations of kinesin have, respectively, two differ-220

ent potential energy profiles when the motor molecule is221

bound to a microtubule (seeFig. 3). In the “flip” confor-222

mation (Fig. 3A and C, white ball) the energy profile is223

flat, so that bound kinesin is free to slide along the micro-224

tubule in both directions upon the influence of thermal225

fluctuations. In the “flop” conformation (Fig. 3B and226

D, gray ball) the energy profile of bound kinesin has a227

sawtooth shape and the kinesin molecule gets trapped in228

the potential energy minimum troughs. Only especially229

strong and therefore very rare, thermal fluctuations can230

displace the motor molecule in the “flop” conformation231

from one energy trough to another, or, in other words, to232

move kinesin away from its dynamic equilibrium posi-233

tion on a microtubule. However, they are not prohibited.234
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Fig. 3. Brownian ratchet model of a molecular motor. The motor
molecule bound to a cytoskeletal track is hypothesized to have two dif-
ferent potential energy profiles depending on its conformational state.
In one conformation, referred in the text to as the “flip” conformation
(A and C, white ball), the energy profile is flat and the molecule is
free to slide stochastically along the track upon influence of thermal
fluctuations. In another conformation, referred to as “flop” (B and D,
gray ball), the energy profile of the motor molecule has a sawtooth
shape, so that the molecule will tend to drift accordingly to a nearest
energy minimum and remain there unless it acquires the “flip” con-
formation or is misplaced by unusually strong thermal fluctuation to
a neighboring energy trough. Chaotically switching between its “flip”
and “flop” conformations upon ATP hydrolysis, the motor molecule
will be driven by thermal fluctuations to the right. The movement is
inherently stochastic with occasional “stepping back” and “jumps”
forward.

lutionary underpinnings. There is no design and no deter-257

minism in this model. All the processes are inherently258

stochastic. Outcomes are statistical. The overall effect, a259

directional movement of kinesin to the right, is only sta-260

tistically the same, but each molecule performs its own261

unique “dance” while moving to the right. Importantly,262

in this interpretation of molecular motors, there is no263

pre-designed function inbuilt into the kinesin molecule.264

If the kinesin’s flip and flop conformations happen by265

chance to have similar energy profiles on a polymer266

other than microtubules, kinesin will work as a molec-267

ular motor using that other polymer as a track as well.268

If that other polymer happens to be, for instance, DNA,269

and the movement of kinesin along DNA would happen270

somehow to facilitate removal of oxidated bases, then271
U
N

C
O

R
R

E
CAccording to this scheme, the microtubule-bo

kinesin chaotically flip–flops between its two disti
structural conformations. It is a random, chaotic proc
When kinesin is in its “flip” conformation, the mot
molecule is propelled by thermal fluctuations with eq
probability either to the left or to the right of its in
tial position. When it is in the “flop” conformation, th
kinesin molecule equilibrates at the nearest energy
imum. Because of the stochasticity of conformatio
switches, and due to the sawtooth-shaped energy
file of kinesin’s “flop” conformation, the thermal noi
will drive the motor molecule along the microtubule
the right in the example shown inFig. 3. In this model
a superposition of two chaotic processes, the confo
tional flip–flop of kinesin and the thermal environme
noise, results in the directional movement of the m
molecule driven by the energy of thermal fluctuatio
The ATP hydrolysis cycle maintains the system in n
equilibrium conditions and biases the random wal
kinesin in one direction.

Consider the rich ramifications of the Brown
ratchet model of molecular motors and its possible
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kinesin would function and be known to researchers as a272

part of the DNA repair system. On the other hand, if the273

conformational cyclical rearrangements of the kinesin274

molecule happen by chance to facilitate transformations275

of yet another molecule, then kinesin will be known as276

an enzyme as well. The functions of kinesin therefore are277

not pre-designed and inbuilt into it, but rather they are278

selected to exist because of a competitive advantage they279

may confer to a higher level system, such as the cell, for280

instance. Following this logic, one would expect to find281

the motor proteins that do not function as motors and,282

conversely, non-motor proteins that can generate direc-283

tional movement. This is exactly what recent experimen-284

tal data suggest. Examples include the kinesin-related285

family of MCAK proteins that are not motile, but act286

as microtubule depolymerases (Hunter et al., 2003), G-287

proteins that generate mechanical force (Kosztin et al.,288

2002), ribosomes (Spirin, 2002a) and RNA polymerases289

described as molecular motors (Gelles and Landick,290

1998; Spirin, 2002b).291

The Brownian model of molecular motors resolves292

what is perceived as inconsistencies and surprises within293

the power stroke model (Nishiyama et al., 2002; Okada294

and Hirokawa, 1999; Yanagida and Ishii, 2003). Multi-295

ple functions of molecular motors, stochastic movement296

along tracks, independence of step size from geometry297

of a motor, the processivity of monomeric motors, the298

absence of general correlation between step size of a299

motor and the energy spent to make this step are often300

self-explanatory when molecular motors are considered301
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b f the321

constantly on-going protein turnover and renewal of cel-322

lular compartments, new proteins are continuously syn-323

thesized in the cytoplasm and delivered inside various324

compartments through specific mechanisms that often325

involve protein translocation across lipid membranes.326

Several proteinaceous machineries mediating protein327

import have been identified, such as the TOM/TIM23328

complex in mitochondria (Bauer et al., 2000) and the Sec 329

complex in the endoplasmic reticulum (Deshaies et al., 330

1991; Van den Berg et al., 2004). Two functionally dis- 331

tinct parts of these protein translocases are recognized,332

the protein channel (Matlack et al., 1998; Simon and 333

Blobel, 1991) and the import motor. 334

The newly synthesized polypeptides are translocated335

across mitochondrial membranes as preproteins that are336

later converted into mature proteins by the mitochon-337

drial processing peptidase (MPP) residing in the matrix338

of mitochondria. Import is achieved by unfolding and339

threading of the passenger polypeptide chain through the340

import channel. Energy-coupled translocation motors341

are thought to play a critical role in the unfolding and342

unidirectional transport of the preproteins across mem-343

branes. The molecular chaperones of the heat shock344

protein 70 (HSP70) family, which reside in the lumen345

of ER (Vogel et al., 1990) and in the matrix of mito- 346

chondria (Strub et al., 2000), constitute core elements of347

translocation motors. However, the mechanism by which348

these molecular chaperones unfold translocating prepro-349

teins and drive their unidirectional movement across350

membrane remains somewhat controversial (Neupert 351

rs352

353
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t 355

94356
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ithin the Brownian ratchet framework. Importantly,
rownian ratchet provides a unifying principle of re
cation of directional movement from the thermal ch
t microscale (Hanggi and Bartussek, 1996). In other
ords, it illustrates how order can be generated o
haos (Prigogine and Stengers, 1984). This principle is
elieved to underlie the functioning of such “molecu
achines” as RNA polymerases (Gelles and Landick
998), ATP synthases (Ait-Haddou and Herzog, 2003),

on pumps (Astumian and Derenyi, 1998), ribosome
Spirin, 2002a) and others (Astumian, 2001). It is also
onsidered to be responsible for many types of biolog
ransport driven by non-equilibrium chemical reactio
ne relevant example is protein translocation across
embranes to which we now turn.

. Protein translocation

The cell can be viewed as an organization of fu
ionally interlinked and distinct microenvironments t
re created, separated and maintained by specific
ranes and their associated proteins. As a part o
BIO 2503 1–9

and Brunner, 2002). Two models of translocation moto
have been proposed, the power stroke model (Glick,
1995; Matouschek et al., 2000; Voisine et al., 1999; V
et al., 1996) and the Brownian ratchet model (Matlack e
al., 1999; Okamoto et al., 2002; Schneider et al., 19).

According to the PS model, mitochondrial HSP
(mtHSP70) molecules associate with the outlet of
import channel inside mitohondria and use the ener
ATP hydrolysis to produce a pulling force applied to
passenger protein. The power stroke generated b
mtHSP70 structural switch is hypothesized to acti
unfold the passenger protein on thecis side of the mem
brane and to drive its unidirectional movement inside
compartment (Fig. 4A). This clockwork-like interpreta
tion implies an exquisite complexity in organization a
coordination of the protein translocation machinery
consequently invokes a feeling of an “ingenious” des
To assure a proper performance, the chaperone mo
needs to be precisely and steadily positioned at the o
of the import channel in order to generate a force per
dicular to the plane of the membrane using the chann
a fulcrum. Following the generation of the power stro
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Fig. 4. The power stroke and Brownian ratchet models of import motors. The HSP70 family proteins residing in the lumen of ER (BiP) and in the
matrix of mitochondria are recruited and bind to the polypeptide chain translocating through import channel and to the channel itself to serve as
import motors. (A) The power stroke model assumes that HSP70 molecules use the channel outlet as a fulcrum “to pull” incoming polypeptides inside
the compartment. It is hypothesized in this model that the HSP70 molecules are able to generate a mechanical pulling force upon ATP hydrolysis,
caused by their cyclical conformational rearrangements. (B) According to the Brownian ratchet model, HSP70 chaperons, through stochastic binding
and release of the incoming polypeptide chain inside the destination compartment, act as molecular ratchets preventing backsliding of the passenger
polypeptide. The local spontaneous unfolding of the passenger protein and random sliding of the incoming polypeptide chain within the import
channel are driven by random thermal fluctuations.

the chaperon molecule is required to dissociate from374

the channel and later from the incoming polypeptide.375

These dissociation events need to be synchronized with376

the binding and proper positioning at the channel out-377

let of another chaperon molecule in order to complete378

the cycle and to prevent backsliding of the passenger379

polypeptide (Glick, 1995; Lim et al., 2001; Neupert and380

Brunner, 2002). Characteristically, the PS model largely381

disregards the environment in which import motors oper-382

ate. However, the energy of thermal fluctuations cannot383

be possibly ignored and should either be used by molec-384

ular motors or worked against.385

A significant body of experimental data is incon-386

sistent with the PS model of translocation motor. To387

mention a few examples, peptides composed of glu-388

tamic acids (polyE) or glycine residues (polyG) were389

shown to exhibit no or very poor binding to mtHSP70,390

respectively. However, the introduction of long polyE or391

polyG stretches in front of folded domains did not pre-392

vent their efficient import into the mitochondrial matrix,393

even though the mtHSP70 molecules could not possibly394

“pull” the introduced leading sequences (Okamoto et al.,395

2002).396

Tightly folded immunoglobulin (Ig)-like domains,397

which require a mechanical force of approximately398

200 pN for their unfolding, as judged by atomic399

force microscopy measurements (Carrion-Vazquez et400

al., 1999) were efficiently imported into mitochondrial401

matrix, even if they were preceded by a 50 amino acids402

long polyE leading sequence. It should be mentioned that403

able404

to generate forces only in the order of 3–10 pN and it405

is very unlikely that the putative mtHSP70-based motor406

would generate a force of >14 pN (Okamoto et al., 2002). 407

Unexpectedly, the efficiency of protein import was408

shown to correlate with the rates of local thermal breath-409

ing of passenger proteins, rather than with their overall410

thermodynamic stability (Gaume et al., 1998). 411

Strikingly, antibodies raised to several different parts412

along the length of a passenger protein successfully413

mediated the protein import in the absence of any motor414

proteins and ATP in a reconstituted in vitro import sys-415

tem (Matlack et al., 1999). 416

Although the experimental observations mentioned417

and others are poorly consistent with the “pulling”418

model of the translocation motor, they can be read-419

ily explained within an alternative model based on the420

Brownian ratchet principle. The BR model assumes that421

both the unfolding of proteins and their vectorial move-422

ment through the import channel are driven by the energy423

of random thermal fluctuations. In this model, the HSP70424

family molecular chaperones, residing in the ER lumen425

or in the mitochondrial matrix act as molecular ratch-426

ets preventing the backsliding of incoming polypeptide427

chain as it appears at the channel outlet and progresses428

inside the compartment (seeFig. 4B). According to 429

the BR model, the signal sequence of a preprotein tar-430

gets it to and initiates the threading of the preprotein431

through the import channel. The local reversible unfold-432

ing of the passenger protein accompanied by the ran-433

dom diffusion of unfolded polypeptide segments inside434

mal435
conventional motors, such as kinesin or myosin are
BIO 2503 1–9

the channel are both driven by the energy of ther
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fluctuations. The HSP70 molecules “harvest” the local436

unfolding and make the sliding of passenger polypeptide437

statistically unidirectional by the stochastic binding and438

release of the incoming polypeptide chain on thetrans439

side of the membrane (“trapping”) (Neupert and Brun-440

ner, 2002). The action of molecular ratchets therefore441

biases the otherwise reversible and chaotic processes,442

such as polypeptide unfolding and sliding. Notice that443

protein translocation according to the BR model does444

not require any design and is simply the result of a445

superposition of several stochastic processes, such as the446

reversible local unfolding of the passenger protein, the447

random diffusion of its unfolded segments within the448

import channel and the stochastic binding and release449

of chaperon molecules trapping the incoming passenger450

protein sequences inside the destination compartment.451

The outcome of translocation of individual molecules452

across the membrane is only statistically the same, but453

each individual molecule performs its unique “dance” of454

folding/unfolding and translocation events. The energy455

for translocation and unfolding is taken from the environ-456

ment, i.e. from the thermal bath in which the molecular457

system resides. The energy of ATP hydrolysis is used458

only for “ratcheting”, or the statistical biasing of chaotic459

processes.460

Protein import into mitochondria and into the ER has461

become a general model for post-translational protein462

translocation. The detailed elucidation of the mecha-463

nisms of protein import to other cellular compartments464

awaits focused experimental efforts. Meanwhile, it is465
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v nger483
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cis and trans sides of cellular membranes. Disulfide488

bond formation, binding of ligands or chaperons, gly-489

cosylation or other types of post-translational modifica-490

tion inside the destination compartment, electrochemi-491

cal, pH, ionic and other gradients across membranes may492

all serve as ratcheting mechanisms to bias the otherwise493

chaotic movement of translocating polypeptide chains494

(Simon et al., 1992). Thus, the Brownian ratchet princi- 495

ple provides a broad and general theoretical framework496

for the explanation and modeling of protein transloca-497

tion across biological membranes. It should be noted498

that both protein translocation and the gradient X causing499

that translocation are continuous and dynamic processes500

and therefore can be considered as conjugate fluxes, a501

conjecture that is more appropriate to treat in terms of502

non-equilibrium thermodynamics, rather than mechani-503

cal engineering. The power stroke model, on the other504

hand, does not permit to entertain and to explore alterna-505

tive lines of thought and restrict researchers to the image506

of clockworks, determinism and the logic of linear cau-507

sation. 508

4. Concluding remarks 509

Two qualitatively different perceptions of the same510

molecular phenomena, molecular motors and protein511

transclocation are presented here in the context of recent512

experimental data to illustrate the relative deficiency of513

the mechanistic interpretation at the molecular scale. The514

examples of inadequacy of the Cartesian–Newtonian515

ten516
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tion518
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lecu-520
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is523
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ecoming clear that the mechanistic interpretations
onstitute a poor framework for the modeling and c
rehension of the phenomenon. The mechanistic
oning would necessary require the existence of dis
olecular machineries for each distinct compartm

alized microenvironment, for it is difficult to imagin
hat the same import apparatus can operate equally
nside such different milieus as the mitochondrial ma
nd the lysosome and peroxisome interiors, as e
les. In addition, it is also difficult to contemplate
lausible evolutionary scenario of emergence of dis
rotein import machineries well-adapted for each
ific cellular compartment in the conditions of inher
npredictability of evolutionary process.

Conversely, the Brownian ratchet principle provi
n evolutionary-conscious, design- and determin

ree conceptualization of protein translocation. The
esting of local spontaneous unfolding of passe
rotein and the biasing of the random walk of the tran
ating polypeptide inside the import channel can
otentially realized in many different ways, thanks
ariety of asymmetries normally existing between
BIO 2503 1–9

mechanistic framework, which is broadly and of
uncritically used for interpretation of biological pheno
ena are by no means limited to problems of genera
of directional movement, nor they are restricted to
molecular scale. They are widespread at the mo
lar, cellular, organismal and higher levels of desc
tion and are often apparent whenever the explan
of emergence of order in biological organization
attempted in mechanistic terms of design and deter
ism, seeKurakin (2004)for review. Defying the idea
of design and clockwork determinism, a leitmotiv of
latest experimental research are the ubiquitous obs
tions of self-organization and stochasticity that ap
to emerge as general principles underlying the dyna
and organization of life systems at all scales. Stoch
molecular motors (Astumian, 2001; Yanagida and Ish
2003), stochastic enzymes (Xie and Lu, 1999), stochas
tic self-organization of cytoskeleton structures (Nedelec
et al., 2003), sub-cellular and sub-nuclear compartm
(Misteli, 2001), stochastic self-organization of mac
molecular complexes mediating transcription (Dundr e
al., 2002; Kimura et al., 2002), DNA repair (Essers e
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al., 2002; Hoogstraten et al., 2002) and chromatin struc-538

ture/function (Cheutin et al., 2004; Misteli et al., 2000),539

seeKurakin (2005a)for review, stochastic gene expres-540

sion (Kurakin, 2005b) and stochastic cellular responses541

(Kurakin, 2005c) are poorly compatible with the famil-542

iar notions of design, programs, instructions and codes,543

and their systematic appearance is a call for active efforts544

to loosen the grip of the conventional mechanistic mod-545

els and concepts in a search for an alternative and more546

adequate description of life systems.547

Stochasticity has been long acknowledged to be at the548

heart of biology and its appreciation can be traced back549

to the first centuryb.c. and the “clinamen” of Lucretius550

(Prigogine and Stengers, 1984). However this appre-551

ciation and acknowledgement have remained isolated552

within few specialized fields of research, away from the553

biological mainstream dominated by clockwork inter-554

pretations and mechanistic mindset. It is the progress555

in research technology, promoted and supported, ironi-556

cally, by the mechanistic paradigm, what brings about the557

accumulation of experimental data inconsistent with the558

mechanistic interpretation and precipitates a widespread559

crisis of the dominating paradigm much in the way560

described by Thomas Kuhn in his classics “The Structure561

of Scientific Revolutions” (Kuhn, 1996).562
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